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JUDGMENT 

 The appeal with respect to an assessment made under the Income Tax Act for 
the 2008 taxation year is dismissed. Each party shall bear their own costs.  

 Signed at Toronto, Ontario this 20
th

 day of January 2015. 

“J.M. Woods” 

Woods J. 
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

Woods J. 

[1] This appeal under the Income Tax Act concerns losses that the appellant, 

Bing Zhu, incurred from selling shares that were acquired on the exercise of 
employee stock options. The question is whether the losses, which are $1,247,657 

in total, are deductible against income arising in the same year, including income 
from the exercise of the options. 

[2] In the 2008 taxation year, Mr. Zhu was assessed on the basis that he had 
employment income in the amount of $1,667,070 resulting from the exercise of 

stock options. The Minister also allowed a deduction for one-half this amount 
pursuant to paragraph 110(1)(d) of the Act. 

[3] Mr. Zhu was also denied a deduction for losses that were incurred when the 
shares were subsequently sold. The Minister took the view that the losses were on 

capital account and could not be deducted against other income, including the 
employment income from the exercise of the options. 

[4] Mr. Zhu, who represented himself at the hearing, submits that the losses 

should be deductible. First, he suggests that it is unfair and inequitable to treat the 
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income and losses differently. In addition, he submits that the losses were trading 
losses and not capital losses. 

[5] With respect to the argument that the losses were not capital losses, Mr. Zhu 

submits that he was a trader with respect to these shares. He points to the fact that 
he was Chief Financial Officer and a director of his employer, Canadian Solar Inc. 

(CSI), and he was involved in the listing of the common shares of CSI on 
NASDAQ. He submits that he utilized specialized knowledge gained from this 

employment with a view to quickly selling the shares at a profit. He submits that 
his plan was foiled by the unexpected global financial crisis which resulted in the 

shares being sold at a loss. 

[6] The Crown disagrees that Mr. Zhu held the shares as a trading asset. 

However, the Crown also took the view that the losses should be disallowed in any 
event because Mr. Zhu was a non-resident of Canada throughout the time that the 

shares were owned and the losses were not connected with a business carried on in 
Canada. 

Background facts 

[7] Certain facts and issues are reproduced from an Agreed Statement of Facts 

and Issues that was filed with the Court. 

1. The appellant was the CFO of Canadian Solar Inc. (“CSI”) from 2005 to 
June 6, 2008. 

2. Effective June 6, 2008, the appellant resigned from CSI. 

3. After June 6, 2008, the appellant ceased to be a resident of Canada for 
income tax purposes. 

4. During his employment with CSI, the appellant was granted the option to 
purchase 116,000 shares. 

5. The option to purchase the shares expired 90 days after the appellant 
ceased to be employed by CSI. 

6. The appellant exercised his option to purchase shares in 2008. 

7. When the appellant exercised his options, the exercise price was $2.12 
US/share. 

8. On May 19, 2008, he purchased and immediately sold 5,100 shares. 
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9. On September 4, 2008, he purchased 53,150 shares. The appellant sold 
those shares in November 2008. 

10. On September 4, 2008, CSI shares were trading at in and around $27.55 

US/share. 

11. The appellant sold the 53,150 shares in two transactions: 

(i) On November 17, 2008, he sold 25,000 shares at a price of 

$5.9065 US/share; 

(ii) On November 18, 2008, he sold 28,150 shares at a price of 

$5.3658 US/share. 

12. The sole issue to be determined is whether for the purpose of computing 
his Canadian income tax for 2008, the appellant is entitled to deduct a loss of 
$1,247,657.44 in respect of the CSI shares he sold in November. 

Summary of conclusion 

[8] The conclusion that I have reached is that the losses cannot be deducted 
against other types of income, regardless of whether they are held on business or 

capital account. 

[9] First, this Court does not have the authority to give relief simply on grounds 

of fairness or equity. This is a matter for Parliament, not the Courts. 

[10] Second, if the shares are held on capital account, the Act does not permit the 
losses to be deducted against other types of income. 

[11] Finally, if the losses are business losses, they may not be deducted because 
Mr. Zhu was a non-resident of Canada and the losses did not arise from a business 

carried on by him in Canada. 

[12] In light of these conclusions, it is not necessary to decide whether the shares 
were held on capital or business account. I do not propose to discuss this issue. 

Relief on grounds of fairness 

[13] Mr. Zhu submits that it is unfair to give different tax treatment to the income 

from the exercise of the options and the losses from the disposition of the shares. 
Therefore, he submits that the losses should be deductible. 
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[14] It is understandable that Mr. Zhu would take this position, but the Court 
simply has no authority to grant relief on this basis. In an authority from the 

Federal Court of Appeal which is binding on this Court, Chaya v The Queen, 2004 
FCA 327, Rothstein J.A. (as he then was) stated: 

[4]  The applicant says that the law is unfair and he asks the Court to make an 
exception for him. However the Court does not have that power. The Court must 

take the statute as it finds it. It is not open to the Court to make exceptions to 
statutory provisions on the grounds of fairness or equity. If the applicant considers 
the law unfair, his remedy is with Parliament, not with the Court. 

Capital losses not deductible against other income 

[15] If the losses are capital losses, they may not be deducted against other 
income. I do not propose to discuss this further as Mr. Zhu did not take issue with 

it. The relevant provision is section 3 of the Act. 

Business losses must be from a Canadian business 

[16] Mr. Zhu submits that the losses are business losses and therefore the 
restriction on the deduction of capital losses does not apply. 

[17] The problem with this submission is that Mr. Zhu was not a resident of 

Canada throughout the period that the shares were owned. In this case, a business 
loss may only be deducted if it is from a business that the taxpayer carries on in 

Canada. 

[18] The relevant provisions are sections 114 and 115 of the Act. 

[19] Section 114 applies to individuals like Mr. Zhu who were resident in Canada 

for part of a taxation year and non-resident for another part. In general, the effect 
of section 114 is to apply the relevant resident and non-resident provisions of the 
Act to the particular parts of the year that correspond with residence. 

[20] Mr. Zhu was a non-resident of Canada throughout the period that the shares 

were owned. The shares were acquired on September 4, 2008 and were sold in 
November of the same year. Mr. Zhu was a non-resident of Canada after June 6, 

2008. 

[21] Pursuant to paragraph 114(a)(i) of the Act, a business loss can be deducted 

only if it satisfies the requirements of paragraph 115(1)(c). Under this provision, a 
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business loss may be deducted against income only if it is from a business carried 
on in Canada. 

[22] The relevant parts of sections 114 and 115 are set out below. 

114. Individual resident in Canada for only part of year - Notwithstanding 
subsection 2(2), the taxable income for a taxation year of an individual who is 

resident in Canada throughout part of the year and non-resident throughout 
another part of the year is the amount, if any, by which 

(a) the amount that would be the individual’s income for the year if the 
individual had no income or losses, for the part of the year throughout 

which the individual was non-resident, other than 

(i) income or losses described in paragraphs 115(1)(a) to (c),  

[…] 

115. (1) Non-Residents Taxable Income [earned] in Canada - For the purposes 

of this Act, the taxable income earned in Canada for a taxation year of a person 
who at no time in the year is resident in Canada is the amount, if any, by which 
the amount that would be the non-resident person’s income for the year under 

section 3 if 

[…] 

(c) the only losses for the year referred to in paragraph 3(d) [deduction for 

business losses] were losses from duties of an office or employment 
performed by the person in Canada and businesses (other than treaty-

protected businesses) carried on by the person in Canada and allowable 
business investment losses in respect of property any gain from the 
disposition of which would, because of this subsection, be included in 

computing the person’s taxable income earned in Canada, 

[…] 

[23] These provisions are fatal to Mr. Zhu’s claim for a deduction of business 
losses because it is clear that the losses are not from a business carried on in 

Canada. 

[24] The evidence reveals that the losses incurred on the sale of the CSI shares 

did not have a source in Canada. According to Mr. Zhu’s testimony, he lived in 
China throughout the period that the shares were owned, and he used a broker in 
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the United States for the sale. Mr. Zhu acknowledges that he had no business 
activity in Canada in relation to the losses. 

[25] Accordingly, if the losses are business losses, they may not be deducted 

against other income. 

[26] This is sufficient to dispose of this appeal, but in the section below, I would 
mention some matters concerning procedure. 

Procedural matters 

[27] First, Mr. Zhu submits that the Crown has taken an inconsistent position 

with respect to the introduction of new evidence in written submissions after the 
hearing. In particular, he submits that the Crown objects to new evidence being 

introduced and yet the Crown introduced new documents in its own written 
submissions. 

[28] The problem with this submission is that the Crown did not introduce new 
evidence after the hearing. The new documents provided by the Crown were 

judicial decisions and not evidence. There is nothing wrong with this. 

[29] Second, I would comment concerning Mr. Zhu’s residence. Mr. Zhu filed an 
income tax return for the 2008 taxation year on the basis that he was a resident of 

Canada until June 6, 2008 and that he was a non-resident for the balance of the 
year. 

[30] At the hearing, Mr. Zhu testified that he was based in China throughout 
2008, and indeed throughout the period that he worked for CSI. He submits that his 

circumstances did not change during the 2008 taxation year. 

[31] If this argument is taken to its logical conclusion, it calls into question 
whether Mr. Zhu was a resident of Canada during the period that he was employed 
by CSI. It is clear that Mr. Zhu chose not to put this in issue, and it would be 

inappropriate for me to consider it. 

[32] The third matter concerns the Crown’s Reply, which contains some 
deficiencies regarding the argument concerning sections 114 and 115 of the Act. 

The question is whether there has been prejudice to Mr. Zhu as a result. Neither 
party raised this at the hearing. 
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[33] The Crown’s argument concerning sections 114 and 115 is mentioned in the 
Reply as a ground relied on, but it was not listed as an issue per se. It is clear that 

this argument is a different issue than the only stated issue which is whether the 
shares are held on income or capital account. 

[34] A further problem with the Reply is that it contains an incorrect reference to 

the applicable paragraph in section 115. The Reply refers to subparagraph 
115(1)(a)(ii) which deals with income. The correct reference is paragraph 

115(1)(c) which deals with losses. I would mention that the Crown’s written 
submissions provided at the hearing did provide the correct reference, but this is 

not a complete answer. 

[35] If Mr. Zhu had been represented by knowledgeable counsel, the deficiencies 

with the Reply would have been minor and likely would not give rise to prejudice. 
However, Mr. Zhu was self-represented. Mr. Zhu appears to be an intelligent and 

sophisticated businessman, but he is not a lawyer or an expert in Canadian tax law. 

[36] When the circumstances are viewed as a whole, I am satisfied that there has 
been no prejudice to Mr. Zhu. 

[37] It is clear that Mr. Zhu generally understood the Crown’s position on this 
issue at the commencement of the hearing. He did express a concern, however, in 

understanding the relevant legislative provisions. In light of this, Mr. Zhu was 
given an opportunity to make further written submissions on this issue after the 

hearing. This gave him an opportunity to further study the Crown’s written 
submissions which did refer to the correct legislative provisions. Subsequently, Mr. 

Zhu did provide further written submissions. I am satisfied that any deficiencies 
with the Reply have not resulted in unfairness in trial procedure. 

Disposition 

[38] The appeal will be dismissed, but I will exercise my discretion not to award 

costs to the Crown in light of the deficiencies with the Reply. 

 Signed at Toronto, Ontario this 20
th

 day of January 2015. 

“J.M. Woods” 

Woods J. 
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